Cases of liver failure linked to “fat-burning” supplement

In late 2013, there were 45 cases of acute liver failure (ALF) in Hawaii, and 29 of those people reported taking OxyELITE Pro (an herbal dietary supplement marketed for weight reduction and “fat-burning”) 60 days before illness onset. Of 8 initial cases, 2 patients needed urgent liver transplants, one died, and 5 eventually recovered. The manufacturer of OxyELITE Pro voluntarily recalled the product after receiving a warning letter from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

One way to prevent situations like this from occurring might be to ban the sale of weight loss or sports enhancement supplements unless they are rigorously tested and approved by the FDA. Voluntary reporting to the FDA is time-consuming and it takes time for the FDA to follow up on these reports.

As primary care physicians, we need to consistently ask patients about their use of supplements, educate them about the potential dangers, and identify those who are experiencing adverse reactions. While we can’t put a stop to the harm that some herbal dietary supplements might inflict on a public eager to embrace quick fixes for weight loss and improved strength, we can be the best first responders.

Linda L. Wong, MD
Honolulu, Hawaii

Examine the patient, not just the evidence

Dr. Hickner’s editorial “Let’s talk about the evidence” (J Fam Pract. 2015;64:337) struck a chord with me. I am very supportive of evidence-based medicine (EBM), but am often dismayed by the lack of humility expressed by EBM leaders, including the US Preventive Services Task Force. We have so little evidence about much of what we do in family medicine, and most evidence comes from studies that are narrow by nature (reductionist research).

For example, doing a physical exam is part of “laying on of hands” that is part of the art of medicine. Abraham Verghese, MD, MACP, has written and spoken about the importance of examining the patient and not just depending on data. Yet elements of the physical exam, such as the pelvic exam example Dr. Hickner mentioned in his editorial, do not stand up well in EBM due to a lack of diagnostic accuracy. I’ll ask this: Who has studied the harm that may be caused by not examining our patients?

My physical exam “ritual” takes less than 10 minutes, and the value in the relationship I have with patients is more than a diagnostic exercise. Increasingly, I see patients become annoyed and critical of physicians who do not examine them.

Joseph E. Scherger, MD, MPH
Rancho Mirage, Calif

Author’s response:

Dr. Scherger makes an excellent point about the importance of physical touch for the doctor-patient relationship. The question is: What touching is appropriate? In my own experience, I have noticed that most—but not all—of the women I see are quite relieved that they don’t need yearly pelvic exams, and women I see for pap smears do not seem put off if I do not do a bimanual exam. The data are actually quite strong that routine pelvic exams in asymptomatic women lead to more harm than good. They uncover way too many false positives and almost no true positive findings, leading to unnecessary testing and treatment.

John Hickner, MD, MSc
Chicago, Ill

Dr. Hickner is the editor-in-chief of The Journal of Family Practice
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